


What First Parishioners Made 
During the Covid Pandemic!



Diana Archibald and Dane Netherton

"Japanese Garden in Lowell: Texture and Form": In September 2020, we started building 
several gardens in our once-neglected yard. At the suggestion of Janet Powers, we carved a 
Japanese Garden out of part of our driveway and part of the smaller yard on the south side 
of our home. I learned how to use texture and form to create beauty rather than relying on 
blooms alone. 



Diana Archibald and Dane Netherton

"Never Wake a Sleeping Dragon": Two baby dragons have chosen our gardens for their summer 
residence. They look like statues during the day, but that's just how they protect themselves when
they are sleeping. They actually play all night when their Mama brings them food, and then they go back 
to sleep at dawn in a different spot.



Raquel Bauman: Art works for an exhibit in Lowell 
during September and October. 

No Borders/Solo Fronteras
Casitas en Guanajuato



Sue Baldauf made a beautiful Quilt and a 
wool rug 



Renu Bostwick

I made this quilt top for 
Afghan refugees. Someone 
else quilted it.



Carla Bradford was busy baking: Irish Soda Bread and 
Focaccia Bread.



Stacy Chandler Here are two photos of some punch needle pillows I made 
during the pandemic. I had just learned the craft prior to the pandemic
so I used the time to fine tune my skills. Still have a lot to learn but...

"Love Wins" 14 inch pillow, wool punch
needle rug hooking

"A Pride of Alliums", 14 inch pillow 
wool punch needle rug hooking.



Ginny Crocker
With the help of a landscape architect, Ginny designed and planted a Pollinator Garden.
To her surprise a pair of Blue Birds arrived, moved in and had 2 hatchlings.



Sarah Dorer

I took a class through the Rec. Dept this winter
where we made the Needlepoint Desert Rose pattern 
on a blank canvas. I had never done anything like that before.
Am proud of myself.

I’ve been weaving a lot and experimenting with 
different ways to finish a garment/shawl.



Deborah Edinger

I worked on a stained 
glass project during the 
Pandemic



Karen Frederick

took this photo  :
“Each Blossom sings joy”.



Richard Golembeski With the help of Dave Ellis a Man Cave was created in a cellar on 
Putnam Road. It was my place for peace, quiet and quarantine.



Rev Annie Gonzales

A Vietnamese inspired caramel pork pie for one housemate's birthday, and a personalized concord grape
pie for another housemate's birthday. I have been baking pies pre-pandemic, but it definitely was a big 

part of my pandemic experience!



Hilary and Lindsay Gravina created an animatic for a storytelling site organized by Caytha
Jentis, a writer and film producer.



Maria Green

Bracelets made from buttons from my button 
collection.

My etching of a Maine landscape



Larry Herz- During 2020 I walked every street in Bedford, then a lot of Lexington and 
Concord. I loved finding the odd or hidden sights and made a photo album of them. Two are 
attached. Do you know where in Bedford they are?



Merc Kane - this quilt was my latest project, made as a wedding gift for my 
grandson’s newly arrived wife from Japan. I used a kimono quilt pattern and modified it to 
make a full sized quilt.



Lee Beth King

She was busy making these beautiful scarves



Carol Krusemark
I took up hiking and lost 40 pounds, 

something I'm very proud of

Before and after pictures



John McClain was busy inventing the following:

Window Chalice: uses a GPS receiver to determine when 
local sunset is and then sheds a little extra light on the 
world from dusk to dawn.

Window Menorah: uses a GPS to determine if it is 
a night of Haunukkah and lights the correct 
number of candles.



Marlene Myers

Quilts made for Rich and Nancy Daughtery in honor of their 80th birthdays.



Kati Oates

I signed up for a “Painting with Felt” class just as the Pandemic started. It was cancelled, but I have 
been studying with my teacher now by Zoom ever since. The medium is perfect to add to my mixed 
media 3-D repertoire. I am thoroughly enjoying making Felted 3-dimensional pieces, and excited to 
see where this goes

Shibori Craters



Janet Powers

Helping Hands (using Procreate on an 
iPad) Life Force – needle felted



Doris Smith – When the Pandemic began, I went to my studio and listened to jazz while making 
collages in the style of Stuart Davis, a painter who painted while listening to jazz.



“Revealing a Hidden Staircase” by Wendell Smith and 
Luisa Granitto

#1. In the corner of the dining room of our c.1835 house is a built-in cupboard, added during a c.1915 renovation, 
when a new kitchen and rooms above changed the house's original plan (possibly saltbox).
For the past 37 years we'd been using the cupboard for stereo equipment and other odds and ends.
Note the beehive oven; to its right, outside the photo, is a large fireplace. This room was the original kitchen.



“Revealing a Hidden Stair Case” by Wendell Smith and Luisa 
Granitto

#2. We knew houses of this period often had a back staircase. At the beginning of the pandemic, while 
spending much more time at home, we decided to excavate the cupboard. We removed the beadboard 
walls, revealing brick (of the chimney/beehive oven) and steep, narrow stairs! As well as original 
wallpaper.



Revealing a Hidden Staircase” by Wendell Smith and Luisa 
Granitto

#3. We left much of the wallpaper intact, but (Luisa) carefully removed badly damaged/stained fragments for 
surface and aqueous cleaning. There is no photo of the end result of the cupboard because it's still in progress. 
There will be shelving built specifically (Wendell) to display 19th c. artifacts found in the house, and other period 
objects. If you're interested in seeing it, feel free to get in touch!



Joan Turnburg
My covid craft project was making Quilted Trivets.
Years ago, when I worked in the corporate world, a colleague showed me 
how to make them. She was a master quilter. Here are a few examples



Chris Wojnar - The Bedford Peace Pole Public Art Project

These are the four peace poles that were selected from the 
applicants. Shown in the picture installing one of the four poles are Mike 

Barbehenn and Mark Levine from the trails committee, Tony 
Field, planning director, me and Alysse Sandoval economic 
development director.

https://www.bedfordma.gov/economic-development/pages/peace-pole-public-art-project

https://www.bedfordma.gov/economic-development/pages/peace-pole-public-art-project


Anthony Van der Mude - Starting in March 2020 with the shutdown, I 
researched a paper on a new way of treating cancer in my spare time. I am a computer 
programmer by profession - this was completely unrelated to work. It wasn't even in the 
same field - I work in Natural Language Processing.

I submitted the paper to a journal for peer-review that summer. I am glad to report that 
the paper got reviewed and published this January.


